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Hugoniot experimental measurements.
1) With chemical explosives (Compendiums of Livermore, 

Los Alamos, Sarov): up to 2 Mbars in plane geometry, 
up to 10 Mbars in spherical geometry, up to 25 Mbars in 
2-staged spherical devices; accuracy 1–2% in P, u.

2) 5–10 Mbars in 2-staged light gas guns with plane 

geometry. Accuracy ∼0.3% in D, u.

3) Up to 500 Mbars in nuclear underground explosions. 

Only impedance match method.

4) Laser experiments. Pressures 10–20 Mbars. Plane 

geometry, impedance match method, accuracy ∼5%.

But now we need accuracy ≤0.5%.
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In the 1970ths many scientists expected

lasers to provide accurate measurements

of shock compressions. But we were not so

enthusiastic:

N.N. Kalitkin,  V.B. Rozanov, Conference

in Plasma Physics, 1975, Zvenigorod.
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Experimental data treatment
L.V. Altshuler in 1970ths treated the whole massive 
of experimental data using approximation 
D(u)≈c+bu+du2. We proposed the better method. It 
is based on two variants of the theoretical model of 
not compressed atom:
• TFC – the Thomas–Fermi model with quantum

and exchange corrections,
• QS – the quantum–statistical model.
Both models give good Hugoniots of condenced
matters at pressures 25 Mbars – 230 Gbars.

DQS(u)≈C+Bu+Au2 ±0.1%; 0<A<<1.
Coefficients C, B, A were calculated for 83 
substances.
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At pressures above all phase transitions 
experimental data are approximated by
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At this approximation tends to

Coefficients c,b are fitted by the least square method. 
For those elements where ≥200 exp. points are 
measured, accuracy of D(u) reaches 0.15% (Cu and 
Fe).

The very illustrative form of graphic representation 
was proposed: D/DQS versus u.
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So the treatement described above provides high 

accuracy 0.2–0.5% in D(u).

Now laser experiments can’t exeed such  accuracy.
But there is one important example, where less 

accuracy may solve the problem. It is Hugoniot for Al 

near parameters u≈6 km/s, D≈13 km/s, P≈2 Mbars.
Here is the serious disrepancy between our group 
and Sarov interpretation.

Especially important may be experiments with 

the impacte method, but not the impedance match 

method.
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